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Peter Adelard and Islam: 
Bridging the Medieval Worlds 
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B
ath's Peter Adelard (c.1080-c.1151) [fig. 1], Adelardus Bathoniensis, or Adelardus Bata 
(Latin), was surely one of the earliest and most far reaching intermediaries and 
bridgeheads between 'East' and the 'West,' at a time when both these distant civilisational 

regions, despite their pluralities, either lay indifferent to each other, or were at daggers drawn. 
His exposure to education on the Continent steered him towards a sustained foray in Asia 
Minor, Syria, Palestine and possibly Iraq, at a time when Spain and Sicily had already become 
the western focal points of a growing Islamic civilisation, itself a hybrid trajectory of several 
preceding intellectual traditions. Ironically, not enough has been written about this West 
Country philosopher, traveller, scientist, translator and ornithologist, though people seem to 
know more about Pierre Abelard since the former often gets confused with the latter.1 His 
personal life, travels and scholarly works reveal a dynamic, tolerant and inquisitive seeker of 
scholarship, who went beyond the contemporary othering of the 'Orient; and took upon himself 
to introduce Eastern knowledge into the religious and mundane citadels of his own native 
England and beyond.2 A man of several disciplinary interests, this Medieval scholar, like many 
of his contemporaries, began his profession as a budding ecclesiast, before venturing into 
astrology, astronomy, algebra and philosophy, which duly benefited from an enduring 
immersion in Arabic and Arabo-Islamic 
heritage. Despite our limited knowledge 
about his times and works, Adelard is not 
only the intellectual face of Medieval Bath 
and the West Country, he is also one of the 
fountainheads in re-introducing Classical 
Greek and Near Eastern intellectual heritage 
into Europe, where religious conformity had 
been resisting critical or contrarian thinking. 
According to Bertrand Russell, he was the 
pioneer translator of Elements, authored by 
Euclid, the Greek classicist. The work had 
been previously unavailable in Europe for a 
long time and it was only from its Arabic 
translations and commentaries that Adelard 
was able to render it into Latin, and thus 
provided the earliest version of this major 
treatise. [fig. 2]3 By introducing classical 
Greek philosophy, Arabian natural sciences 
and Indian research on similar subjects 
besides numerology, Adelard left a lasting 

fig 1: Adelard of Bath teaching - Adelardi 
Bathensis Reguli abaci, c.1400 
Leiden University Library, ms. SCA 1, fol. 1 v 

Facing: Adelard of Bath teaching - Adelardi Bathensis Reguli abaci, c.1400 
Leiden University Library, ms. SCA 1,Jol. lv 
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, an unknown, obscure landmass of non-whit h t 'East was e, 
. when either t a simply a place of exotic rivals. · t at a tune, . faith or was 

imprm , le of a competing ' lim world exposure to Eastern scholarship, and then it 
'uncouth peop s the Mus ' b f th s 

d 1 d's J· 0urney acros . . his own league, long e ore e travellers, explorers A e ar put him in , 
to Western Europe, colonials, fortune seekers and other curiou transference s 

individuals from ~hese shores_began visiting 

fig 2: Euclidis - Elementorum libri XV Paris, 
Hieronymum de Mamef & Guillaume Cavelat, 1573 
(second edition after the 1557 ed.) 
Private collection Hector Zenil I 
http://commons.wikimedia.org 

Africa, the Amencas and Asia. Despite his 
religious ~pbringing an~ further disciplinary 
training m theology m France, Adelard 
did not carry any of the anti-Muslim rancour 
that characterised some sizeable sections 
of contemporary West European societies. 
Situating himself well beyond fanaticism and 
Crusading, demonisation, or pejoratively 
seeing Muslims as bogeymen, especially 
following Pope Urban II's declaration of 
Crusades in 1096, he, instead, opted to build 
upon mutualities with the Muslims and 
steered clear of those tormenting channels 
which wrought havoc on all the three 
Abrahamic communities for a major part of 
the Medieval era. Other than the Crusades 
as a backdrop of Adelardian quest, the 

contemporary Muslirn+Christian+Jewish interface through Muslim Spain and Sicily, not only 
operated as a major incentive, it equally prepared him to undertake his extended journey to and 
stay in the Levant. Thus, while investigating Adelard and his scholastic and theological pursuits 
on the Continent and in the Near East, it is imperative to undertake academic inquiry into the 
Crusades, Arabo-Norman Sicily and, certainly Muslim Spain, as the mainsprings of this cross
cultural interface. 

In other words, a study of Adelard of Bath affords us an opportunity to go beyond the 
parameters of biographical history by allowing us to contextualise him within some of the most 
significant h~storical _crosscurrents of his times. Not only Muslim Spain and Sicily continue to 
reverberate m Mushm consciousness as the major losses and traumatic mishaps, but the 
Crusades themselves have refused to wither away from the memory on all sides. 

Life and Times. 

As mentioned earlier ge 1 kn h 
the philosophical •t· ' nera ow ledge about Adelard has been quite limited thoug 
. . wn mgs and some m . • • · t 
m his pursuits A f 11 ore recent works have begun to show sigruficant mteres 

· 0 ower of Ad 1 d l'k f 
general information b hi ear ' i e several others in Bath, has thus lamented a lack 0 

E a out t s greate t M d' 1 · ast long before any 1 s e ieval scholar, who pioneered studies on the Is amic 
b . one e se. Thus b . h . . . ' Id 
ea vahd opinion that Ad 1 . egms t e bnef biographical note by Michael Davis: It cou 

e ard 1s our gr t B h . f ea est at oruan, by a long way. He was world- amous 
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in his day and, for several centuries, Bath was known primarily as the birthplace of Adelard. 
But today, in his native city, he is entirely forgotten in a strange case of civic amnesia. The few 
people who think they have heard of him get him mixed up with the Frenchman Peter Abelard 
of the ill-fated love affair with Heloise (they were contemporary and almost certainly met).'4 

Even an otherwise modern classic on the 
relationship between Islam and the Christian 
West mentions him only once and that too 
in an endnote though, one may state 
that Norman Daniel was more focused on 
theological issues in this interchange and 
less on other realms such as philosophy 
and natural sciences.5 Various biographical 
entries do not have a consensual year of 
birth for Adelard, and often oscillate 
between 1079 and 1080 AD, though 1151 AD 
is generally accepted as the year of his 
demise. This was the time when 10,000 
Normans venturing in from across the 
Channel had captured England, then 
inhabited by about two million people of 
predominantly Anglo-Saxon extraction. 
Interestingly, this was also the last time that 
England had ever been conquered by the 
invaders from the Continent, controlling its 
landmass and resources besides relegating 
the natives to a lower hierarchical order. 
Adelard was just eight when Bath's Anglo
Saxon church, where Edgar had been 
enthroned in 973, was destroyed. Following 
the Conqueror's death there had been a 
dispute over the royal succession and 
despite Robert, Duke of Normandy, being a 
major contender he did not turn up and 
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fig 3: 1st Seal of the Chapter of St Peter's Cathedral, 
Bath in use from the middle of the 12th to close of 
13th century. Drawn by J.T. Irvine c.1870s 
Bath in Time - Bath Central Library Collection 

instead opted to go on the Crusades to fight the Muslims. As a consequence, the revolt did not 
succeed and King William Rufus sold a bruised, war-torn Bath to John de Villula of Tours, who 
had been the Conqueror's physician. John became the Bishop of Bath and Wells and 
subsequently moved the Diocese to Bath from the latter and built a new Cathedral. This new 
structure preceded the present Abbey and was one of the grandest of its type in the whole of 
Europe. [fig. 3] 

The Norman supremacy was extended with the recent conquest of Sicily, and several 
other Mediterranean islands from Muslims. Some of those Norman Kings in Sicily, such as 
Roger II, were totally Arabised though without diminishing their own Christian ethos and, like 
their Spanish successors on the Iberian Peninsula and in southern Italy, they ensured the 
assimilation as well as expulsions of Muslims from Bari, Sicily and Malta. On the one hand, they 
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. d loping the Arabo-Norman architecture beside ft en m eve s 
. d from Muslim era sm . simultaneously they taxed Muslims and Jews 

benefitte . . terns and crops, . . . d J . h 1 
. ·ty·ng irngation sys 'T'l-... ppropnation of Muslim an ewis ands, resources d1vers1 1 . thedrals. 11 Le a . . . . , 

.fi ally to build new ea . d 1 assimilation mto Catholicism, preceded what was spec1 c . d their gra ua . . . . 
kill and institutions, besi es. 

11 
. g the fall of Granada m 1492. Inqmsihon, conversions 

s s r· Spamfo owm . . . . 
to become a fait accomp t m d grievous form of ethnic cleansing m Spam which, in the 

1 . ns ensure a h d . d finally the expu sio . d til the early seventeent century an certainly retarded 
an . M lims continue un 1 . Whi case of Spanish us ' . h t erstwhile cross-cultura society. le the Ottomans 

. progress m t a . S . . lf the socio-economic . . h d some Muslim Spaniards, pam itse was reduced to a 
. b b . ging m J ewis an . . 1 . f h . benef1tted Y rm _ ntinental power. Despite dis ocation o t ese two significant 
. 1· d status from a trans co h . 1 . . . margma ise . . . f cultural straightjacket, t eir egacies m various realms . • and 1mpos1t10n o a . 

commuruhes f time until Muslims and Jews disappeared even from the . d to permeate or some 
continue f few rudimentary or derogatory references to some past 
h. · 1 accounts except or a . . 1stonca f 1492 until 1988 not a single mosque was bmlt ma country which 
invasions. All the way rom ' 

home to three Abrahamic faiths. 6 

once was b ·d t'll · t At a time when colleges in Oxford and Cam n ge wer~ s i. non-exis e_nt, young 

1. hm l'k their· Muslim contemporaries would attend semmanes and special schools Eng 1s en, 1 e ' . . . . . 
run by ecclesiasts. Here, the emphasis would be on b1bhcal knowledge, imparted m Lahn 
through faith-dominated teaching, and the knowledge of other c~e~ds, as well as langua~es, 
remained almost non-existent. Given the understandable logistical and other technical 
restraints, clergy meticulously controlled and even monopolised academic domains and 
disciplinary realms with very limited receptivity shown for Greek, Roman or other pre- or non
Christian pedagogies. An element of self-sufficiency certainly was in common currency, though 
in reality it was the fear of secular and 'alien' influences that deterred these monks and priests 
from encouraging a more 'secular' scholarship. Philosophy, sciences, philology and certainly 
the study of other Abrahamic traditions, or curiosity about 'distant' lands, were not prioritised 
causing a serious disconnect with those vital strands. 

Adelard's parentage is not that well-known, though one comes across a certain Fastred, 
possibly his father, who was a tenant of the Bishop of Wells, John de Villula. Adelard is certainly 
an Angle-Saxon name, which could have meant a rather subordinate position for his family 
under the Norman suzerainty. Bishop John had moved from Wells to Bath in 1090 and, 
f~llowing his ear~y education in Bath's Cathedral school, we find Adelard, like the Bishop, on 
his wa! ~o Tours m France to gain higher instruction in theology. There he studied Trivium and 
Quadnvmm though rema · d · th 1 h 1 · me m e ower ec e ons of the Benedictines. A few years later he 
returned to Bath and took f . 
Whil . F a group O younger people mcluding his nephew to study in France. 

e m ranee, both as a student and th . h' . . by a, · f en m is capacity as a teacher Adelard was inspired wise man o Tours' to stud t . ' 
to Laon in 1109 1 . h . Y as ronomy, which became his lifelong pursuit. He had moved 

a ong wit his tutees d ft . . . 
move further east b emb k' a~. ' a er a teaching SOJourn of seven years, <leaded to 

Ev b f y . ar mg on a visit to Norman Sicily in 1116 
en e ore reaching Sicil he . . 

certainly was at its zenith b y, .. must have been exposed to Islamic scholarship, which 
through a critical inquiry, ydcombllling Greek, Persian, Indian, Jewish and African traditions 
Th . an comments alon 'th h · · k e nse of Muslim civ·1· t· . ' g WI t eu own innovative disciplinary wor s. T i 1sa ion during th 1 . 
mi itary conquests, and b 'ld' _e ear Y Medieval period was not merely flagged by 

w mg up caliph t · h · d' a es m t e Middle East, Persia, Northern In ia, 
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Central Asia, Asia Minor, North Africa, Sicily and the Iberian Peninsula, as it equally 

assimilated plural intellectual and scientific influences. Certainly, the conquests endowed 

Muslims with more confidence and greater resources along with affording access to traditional 

centres of learning and philosophical thoughts, yet their own statecraft was deeply influenced 

by non-Arab strands. Here the Greek and Persian influences proved to be of enduring nature, 

where both secular and sacred flourished allowing greater space for scientific and philosophical 

pursuits. Arabic being the language of Islam and of the early Rashidun, Ummayyid and 

Abbasid caliphates (636 to 1258), most of the translations and newer scholarly treatises were 

written in Arabic, followed by Persian and other contemporary languages. Central Asian and 

Turkic scholars, along with the Jewish academes in Spain and Sicily, often used Arabic for their 

intellectual and theological works, though for literary and poetic purposes languages such as 

Persian, Hebrew and Turkish flourished without the former displacing them. As a consequence, 

the geographic location of the caliphate and Muslim kingdoms, and receptivity towards older 

and newer learning, energised Muslim scholarly discourses, something that was not lost on a 

perceptive Adelard. Sicily proved to be his springboard in orientating himself to Arabo-Muslim 
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C ding European counterparts, his journey 
unlik Y contemporary rusa . h 

scholarship and, e man . h ke of a crusading frenzy and heig tened 
• hr h Anatolia. In t e wa . . 

took him to Syna t oug . d but Adelard' s venture for learrung Arabic, 
. t h e been a tense per10 , . . 

emotionalism this mus_ av hilosophical and scientific disciplines, overrode 
and initiation into classical and contempodrary fp t Consequently he proved to be the first 

. · f hi health an sa e Y· ' 
other considerations or ~ . Th ·or transformation in the East-West equation, 

. d t ke this Journey. e maJ 
Englishman to un er a . h h ppened in more recent times whereas the early 

fr the Mediterranean s ores, a . . 
often away om . . . h I 1 ·cate continued with its tradition of mqmry and 

b M lim civihsahon or t e s ami 
Ara o- us h 1 1 tions This had persisted until the early modem era 
acceptance of plural sc O ar Y conven · uista and the Mon ol 
des ite the debilitating developments such as the Crusades, Rec_onq . _g 
. p • · h · 11 k d Muslim political power at various places though it failed 
invasions, whic crucia y wea ene 
to weaken their literary and intellectual pursuits. . 

Though there is greater need to reconstruct Adelard' s seven ~ears of intellectual 

engagements in Syria and Palestine [fig. 4], yet the f~ct ~e~ains _that on_his return to England 
he busied himself in transferring a whole domain of his fmdmgs mto Latin. Adelard ~ust ~ave 
faced numerous challenges in reintroducing his fellow ecclesiasts to Greek scholarship, besides 
some totally new disciplines such as algebra and geometry, and possibly Arab numerals, 
including the concept of zero imported into the Middle East from India. His contemporary 
doyens of Christian learning, both in England and elsewhere in Western Europe, entertained 
serious reservations against inducting Greek scholarship including the language, which 
emanated from the clergy's self-limiting attitude. This introversion certainly hindered a more 
forward-looking acceptance of classical and subsequent research in vital areas, with 
superstitions and defensiveness characterising priestly groups though the Bible itself had been 
written in Greek, and Jesus, more like future apostles, used Greek as a powerful medium of 
exchange. This reticence towards mundane philosophy, rationalism and natural sciences was 
not just reserved for Greek classics; it was equally symptomatic of a wider malaise where clergy 
could sit in judgrnent on everybody else by proscribing some more daring realms. 

As mentioned earlier, amidst Adelard's several translations, Euclid's Elements and Al

Khwarz~'s Zij are the most prominent ones. Both helped develop interest in algebra besides 
strengthening _astronomy. Based on his research at Tours, his earliest philosophical work was 

De Eodern_ et "E?iverso, which a~irms Adelard's stature as an original teacher steeped in deeper 
pedagogical ISs~es. One of his monumental works was titled as Quaestiones Naturales that he 

com~leted on his return _and which remained a standard treatise for the next several centuries. 
In this book, Adelar~ himself mentions that seven years have passed since his lecturin in 
schools at Laon, which may mean that his stay in Ant· h d b d · • g 
E h . ioc , an eyon m the Arab Middle 

ast, appened during those seven years How v 
whi h . till I 1 . . e er, one cannot be sure about his visit to Spain 

c is s arge y conJectural due to a lack of do . , 
a compendium on Arabic learrun· b d cument~ry evidence. He styled this work as 

g, ase on research and mte t · • An . 
questions in the form of a classical d " 1 b rac 10n m hoch, and raised 76 

. . ia ogue a out meteorol d • 
despite its incarnation several centu . b f h . . ogy an natural sciences. The book, 
li nes e ore t e prmtmg d . 

teracy rates being dismally lo . press an with the contemporary 
. w, soon turned into a p . d t b . 

until the Renaissance ushered · nze ext oth m England and France 
h . m more openness tow d Pl 

as bmlt up the case for the · f ar s ato and Aristotle. Here Adelard 
h primacy o reason in d d" ' 

p enomena, over and above faith b "d un erstan mg philosophy and natural 
, esi es vouchsafing f A b 1· 

or ra iterary style of reasoning 
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complex mundane and theological issues. Both these new strands must have posed a challenge 

to orthodox thinking and conformity, yet Adelard's care as well as personal status obviated the 

possibility of any vetoing clerical backlash. In addition, his close interface with the 

contemporary English royalty ensured his personal safety and integrity. 

Adelard's scholarly pre-eminence 
was consolidated by his translation of 
Euclid's 13 Elements of Geometry [fig. 5], 
which dated from 300 BC, and had been lost 
in the West due to lack of general interest in 

such early classics. The Arabs had earlier 
translated Elements into Arabic and Muslim 

architecture, among other areas, had been a 
beneficiary of this seminal work. Adelard' s 

other and no less significant contribution 

was his translation of Al-Khwarizimi's Zij, or 

the Star Tables, which played a significant 

role in changing the attitudes towards 
heavens, the place of humanity in this 

universe and the overall location of the earth 

in a rather complex system of stars and 
planets with varying sizes, locations and 

circular movements. Future researches by 
Galileo and Copernicus, among many more, 
were destined to benefit from this landmark 

work in Astronomy that was translated into 
Latin along with all the accompanying 
diagrams. Moreover, Adelard pioneered the 

introduction of the abacus and the astrolabe, 

fig 5: The frontispiece of an Adelard of Bath's Latin 
translation of Euclid's Elements, c. 1309-16, 

portraying a woman with set-square and dividers 
teaching a group of students. 
The British Library Board - Burney 275, f293 

two major, multi-purpose Muslim inventions that greatly systemised cartography as well as 

time-keeping in Europe. He wrote operational manuals for these astrological tools and dedicated 

them to the young Prince, soon to be crowned as Henry II, a scholarly and enlightened monarch 

in his own right. 
During this period of anarchy while the young prince resided in Bristol with his mother, 

Empress Matilda, Adelard's native Bath was under King Stephen's control, though the 

philosopher maintained amiable relations with both the rival camps. It is possible that Adelard 

might have been a tutor to the future king, as in his dedication he exhorts him to acknowledge 

Muslim scientific grandeurs and contributions, instead of simply confining himself to the 

contemporary clerical discourses. 7 There is a strong possibility that it was Adelard, who 

translated Al-Khwarzimi's major work, Kitab al-Jabar (The Book of Completion/ Algebra), 

commonly known as Algorismi, which inducted the Arab numerals and zero into English usage 

by gradually replacing Roman numerals. This was not a minor achievement given the fact that 

both the ancient Greeks and Romans were not familiar with zero and had their own formulas 

of arithmetical measurements. 
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own ~espon in himself to be a genius ~r a re aration of sweets by usmg sugar cane, 

devotion, prov g "b ted toAdelard, including the P _P. lly; they had imported it from West 

several recipes a~1 u nly known to the Arabs. Ongma Ib, . Peninsula until with the 
hich for a long time was o . k lace on the enan . 

w li t sugar cane plantation too p ht up subsequently allowing the 
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introduct10n ° . d British tute age. . Th h 
d. I ment of sugar plantat10ns un er . b . alcohol itself an Arabic word. oug 

eve op ethods m rewmg ' . . d 
. t d to have introduced new m d " 1 men of learrung, he carrie some 
IS repor e . th ntemporary me ieva . . 

he was not a physician,_ but like o . er co at he had icked up during his sojourn m the Middle 

basic know-how on minor surgenes th b kp de Cura Accipitrum, a manual on the upkeep 

East In addition, Adelard authored a shorter oo '1·f 1 ng pastime of many Arab people, and 
· h k hi h has been a 1 e o . 

of birds of prey such as aw S, w c d . t ats s His immersion in Arabo-Islamic 
E li h monarchs an ans ocr . . 

was equally popular among ng s d d Reconquista, is certainly not a mmor 
. t· uch as the Crusa es an . . . d 

culture at testing 1mes, s d d b the contemporary prochv1hes an 
· ffir hi t ture beyon an a ove 

achievement, which a ms s s a 1 . . . t is all the more important to relocate 

biases. In the post-9 /11 atmosp~er~ of mutua 1 s_u~p1c10;,a1ry; who set up a higher standard of 

his contributions as a pioneer~ng _intellhectua mf er;et ~d~ard Said defined as Orientalism.9 
objective learning without falling into t e trap o w a 

Medieval Views of Islam: A Contrarian Discourse. 

Adelard's pioneering work must have been a bit out of sync with t~e contemp~rary 

cynical view of Islam within the Latin world, spread around due to two Medieval texts-Rzsalah 

and Contrarietas-polemical Latin works authored by some pseudo converts from Islam. They 

influenced the early Christian thinking in Europe including the works by Peter the Venerable, 

St. Thomas Aquinas, Matthew Paris and Sir John Mandeville. Peter the Venerable had, in fact, 

commissioned the Cluniac translation of the Quran by Robert of Ketton, and like Mark of 

Toledo's translation of the Muslim holy book, it too suffered from its own lacunae. The Quranic 

respect for Biblical prophets as divine messengers of Islam, and shared resemblance with the 

other two Abrahamic creeds, certainly astonished early theologians, especially in Spain which 

was now witnessing the Muslim suzerainty since its conquest by the Ummayyids in 712. The 

suspicion and hostility towards Muslims, due to their conquests and a high rate of conversions, 

began to be met by the martyrdom movement in Cordova, soon to be followed by the papal 

d':"'ree for the holy wa_r. Spanish San Pedro, while impressed by Quranic teachings and beliefs, 

still could not brmg himself to accept its divine origins viewing Islam as a revealed message. 

Early Christians, like him and their disciples elsewhere, were baffled by Muslim belief in the 

Quran being~ revealed and not a created text. To San Pedro, despite all its merits, the Quran 
had been written down twenty yea s ft M h d b · 

r a er u amma egan to preach and thus merited 
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questions about its authenticity. However, these theologians, with a lasting imprint on future 
generations across the Christian world could not see what Daniel summed up several centuries 
later, when he commented: 'The Quran in Islam is very nearly what Christ is in Christianity: 
the word of God, the whole expression of revelation. For the most Bible-loving, Protestant or 
Catholic, the Bible derives its significance from Christ; but Muhammad derives his from the 
Quran. In their failure to realise this, Latins persistently contrasted Christ and Muhammad, 
and nothing marks more clearly the distance between Islamic and European thought.'10 Here, 
in this dominant Latin discourse on theology, other than the Quran and its relationship with the 
Prophet, Muhammad's own integrity, came under serious review with personages like William 
of Tyre openly calling him a liar and imposter, something which reverberated in Dante's The 
Divine Comedy. Sensationalised stories about his wives, especially Zaynab and Ayesha, were 
exaggerated to deny him even a normal humanity, with San Pedro being astonished for the 
earth not having devoured Muhammad for simulating epileptic fits to obtain other men's 
spouses.11 Within a common context of a fervent Christianity over every other creed, the latter 
two writers and the future succession of British scholars on Islam held a slightly different and 
balanced views on Islam, revelations, the Quran and the Prophet. This slight change, possibly 
due to Adelard's contributions, had begun to occur in the twelfth century though cannot be 
viewed as a radical departure from the erstwhile serious reservations about the youngest 
Abrahamic tradition. 

Through a distorted view during the Medieval period, Islam, like today, was believed to 
have justified violence through conquests and conversions; whereas the same was legitimated 
against it through the Crusades and here leading theologians such as Thomas Aquinas, Hubert 
of Romans, St. Bernard, and Pope Urban II ended up often being apologists for the holy wars. 
Strong social reservations against Muslims and Jews featured in some of the contemporary 
polemics suggesting a type of ordained ostracisation. For instance, soon after Adelard's death, 
an edict emanating during the thirteenth century from San Ramon de Peniaforte to the Friars 
Preachers and Friars Minors in Morocco, prohibited even a friendly social intercourse with the 
Muslims. Earlier, under a canon law, Muslims and Jews living under the Christian Kings were 
to be 'tolerated' as neighbours in an evangelical sense. In 1179, the Christians were forbidden 
from rendering any services in the Jewish and Muslim households under any circumstance and 
were destined for excommunication for living among the latter. In 1215, Jews and Muslims in 
the conquered territories were ordered to wear distinctive clothings to differentiate them from 
Christians, and a century later, the Clementine of 1312 forbade Muslim calls for daily prayers or 
undertaking pilgrimage to the Hejaz from within the territories of Christian princes. Following 
Reconquista and other serious exclusionary policies as seen in Spain and Sicily, the Medieval 
Muslim communities initially turned into smaller isolated islands and a few generations down 
the line were assimilated or were simply expelled.12 

While highlighting such historic prejudices and partisan policies, Norman Daniel's 
summation does not seem to be out of place, as he noted: 'The Muslim communities of 
mediaeval Europe ceased to exist, converted under pressure, if not by force, or expelled, all of 
which now is contrary to Western practice.'13 This early 'clash of faiths' assumed annihilative 
proportions during the Crusades and left bitter memories on all sides and despite initiating a 
multiple interaction between Europe and the Middle East in various innovative areas; they 
seem to reverberate even in today's conflictive lexicons.14 
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visits to Salerno, Palermo and Syracuse had enthused him to visit the Islamic heartland where 
cities like Damascus, Aleppo [fig. 6], Antioch and certainly Baghdad had become the focal 
points of scholarly and scientific pursuits. The Abbasids, following their vic tory over the 
Ummayyids in 750, had decided to build their capital, Baghdad, in central Mesopotamia as a 
planned metropolis of knowledge and inquiry, and caliphs like Al-Mansur, Haroon al-Rashid 
and Abu Jaafar Mammun had ensured its global stature as the centre of wisdom and 
knowledge. The libraries, observatories, seminaries and private intellectual platforms had 
turned Baghdad into a global Baitul Hikmah or the House of Wisdom, until the Mongols 
destroyed it in 1258. Baghdad's completion happened in 762, just four teen years before Caliph 
Abu Jaafar Mammun al-Rashid's birth. and given the attention and patronage from Caliphs 
Mansur and Rashid, the city assumed a pre-eminent status as a world leader in intellectual, 
cultural, artistic and religious pursuits. Some of the ablest men of letters were brought to 
Baghdad by these early Abbasid caliphs and its library became the largest of its type, exactly 
like Alexandria's a millennium earlier. 

Caliph Mammun, a great scholar in his own right, encouraged scholarly investigations 
of secular and sacred subjects besides sponsoring a very ambitious translation p rogramme. For 
instance, Hunayn bin Ishaq, the Christian Arab scholar, was commissioned to translate works 
of Greek classicists, including Galen whereas Banu Musa Brothers specialised in translating 
works in Physics and Astronomy. However the greatest philosopher of the time was an Iraqi 
named Al-Kindi or Al-Kundus (801-73) who tried to bridge Philosophy with Theology. In the 

fig 6: The Citadel of Aleppo, Syria, 2010 
Simon Jenkins of Mumbles 
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fig 7: Historical Map of the Mediterranean Lands after 1204 
University of Texas at Austin. Historical Atlas by William Shepherd (1923-6) 

and Reconquista, saw the evolution of medieval Jewish renaissance in Spain and North Africa. 
It is not surprising to see Maimonides (1135-1204), the pre-eminent Spanish Jewish philosopher, 
writing most of his works in Arabic and then moving from his native Cordova to Cairo to serve 
as a personal physician to Sultan Salah-ud-Din (1137-93).18 

The presence of many Muslims in Southern Italy, especially in Sicily, and the Italian 
interaction with North Africa and larger Middle East [fig. 71, afforded greater opportunity for 
Adelard to gain orientation into Eastern learning. In addition, Sicily's Christianity itself had a 
strong Greek persona, which allowed a diverse perspective that a growingly dominant Catholic 
factor deeply resented. The Norman monarchy under Roger II was attempting a delicate 
balancing act amongst these testing and often polarized trajectories until Greek, Muslim and 
Jewish influences were rigorously purged. It was soon after Adelard's return to his native Bath 
that King Roger II, in 1138, invited Al-Sharif al-Idrisi to move to Sicily to supervise research on 
geography and head the royal project of cartography. A well travelled poet, botanist, scientist 
and scholar of Latin, Arabic, Persian, Greek, Byber and Sanskrit, the Muslim academic decided 
to work under the patronage of the Norman King, who himself reflected contrasting attitudes 
towards Muslims varying from suspicion to adulation. Roger had refused to join the Popes on 
Crusades yet had made every effort to assimilate Muslims into a re-energised Christian Sicily. 
According to some contemporary reports several 'rumours swirled among the people that their 
king was really a secret Muslim, a reputation no doubt enhanced by Roger 's frequent clashes 
with the Popes ... ' .19 In addition, there was a pronounced Muslim interaction between Sicily 
and Spain and several Muslim families, in fact, migrated to Spain following the Norman 
conquest and a few centuries down, their descendants like other Spanish Muslims were 
confronted with the powerful forces of Inquisition and Expulsion with history repeating itself 
in Northern Mediterranean regions. 
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Other than some of his own works and a few biographies, Adelard remains largely unknown 
if not totally confused with Abelard. In addition to sharing his name with some modern-day 
IT experts and financial wizards, Adelard has a few shorter biographical insertions on the 
Internet. Along with a Wikipedia entry, which surely acknowledges some useful references, 
there are a few shorter entries on Adelard, which fall short of academic rigour. Adelard' s 
style of answering philosophical questions through active conversations with his nephew -
inclusive of three separate words - have definitely elicited some recent translations and 
comments. For instance: Charles Burnett, Adelard of Bath, Conversations with his Nephew, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), and Jill Kaye and W.F.Ryan, (eds), Adelard 
of Bath, (London: Warburg Institute, 1987). 

The biographical essay by Michael Davis of Bath Royal Literary and Scientific Institution 
(BRLSI) is a brief outline of Adelard's life and works. Davis happens to be the convener of 
th~ Adelard Society aimed at creating greater awareness on this prominent Medieval 
philosopher and runs the 'Adelard returns to Bath' programme. Michael Davis 'Adelard of 
Bath· AS n . ' BRLSI O · , 

· Y opsis, , ctober 2009. This short sketch was sent to the present author in 

hrefledr:nce to a possible lecture on Adelard and Islamic Scholarship which was eventually 
e m Bath in 2010. ' 
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8. 'He was also a musician, having studied Music in the Quadrivium at Tours, and played the 

Cithara. On his return from the Middle East he played it for Queen Matilda (Henry l's wife) 

at Easter 1116 (at Bath?).' Davis, p.4. 

9. Edward Said's seminal work and postulation has caused an entire flurry of academic and 

ideological debate that has been claimed and challenged by a wide variety of opinion groups 

varying from critical academics to neo-conservative cheerleaders and Islamist radicals. See, 

Edward Said, Orientalism, (London, 1978). His future works on the Empire, Media and the 

Middle Eastern politics further elaborated imbalances within Islam-West interface though 

Niall Ferguson and several other historians would find those very features rather 'civilising'. 

For critics such as Talal Asad and Hamid Dabashi, the reawakening of biases and serious 

fissures within an exclusive cultural prism could themselves be a form of 'Neo-Orientalism', 

often appropriated by the post-colonial elite, both from the Western and non-Western 

regions. See, Talal Asad, (ed.), Anthropology & the Colonial Encounters, (Amherst: Humanity 

Books, 1998); and Hamid Dabashi, Dark Skins: White Masks, (London: Pluto, 2011). 

10. Daniel, p.53. 
11. Quoted in Daniel, pp.51-2. 

12. Amidst a growing historiography, one finds more works on Islam in Sicily and Spain 

underlining an enduring though no less tragic tradition that once existed in Medieval 

Europe. On Spain, one finds several new books, papers and visual documentaries though 

more and more primary sources are also being unearthed. For instance: Francisco Nune 

Muley, A Memorandum for the President of the Royal Audiencia and Chancery Court of the City and 

Kingdom of Granada, edited and translated by Vincent Barletta, (Chicago: The University of 

Chicago Press, 2007); Iftikhar H. Malik, Islam and Modernity: Muslims in Europe and the United 

States, (London: Pluto, 2004); and, Matthew Carr, Blood and Faith: The Purging of Muslim Spain. 

(London: Hurst & Company, 2009): also, Alex Metcalfe, The Muslims of Medieval Italy, 

(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2009). 

13. Daniel, p.316. However, he did acknowledge a visible tradition of awareness of Islam during 

that period, which transmitted its lasting impact all the way until recent times: 'Summing up 

the Western view of Islam, we can say that it was based in the crucial period on a good deal 

of sound knowledge, but it is also accepted a great deal that is now seen, and was seen by 

many then too, to be nonsense. Nonsense was accepted, and sound sense was distorted, 

because whatever seemed useful to faith was thought likely to be true, a failure of logic, and 

indeed of faith as well, which is not peculiar to this subject or these people.' p.302. 

14. Soon after 9 /11, George W. Bush and several other Western leaders and policy makers fell 

back upon the typologies associated with the Crusades and holy warfare, which in the same 

vein, were responded by the Islamist radicals such as Osama bin Laden. The Afghan Taliban, 

essentially a Pushtun-based movement fighting the NATO troops since 2001, have often 

labeled these countries and troops as 'Salee bi' -cross-carrying Crusaders. In a recent 

interview, Western journalists were again informed of the Taliban resistance to persist with 

the resistance against what they termed as 'the Crusaders'. It is interesting to note that 

groups like the Taliban or even Al-Qaeda consciously avoid labeling Western forces as 

'infidels' rather invoke the Medieval imagery of enduring confrontations. Commenting on 

a Taliban video documenting a suicide attack on NATO's Camp Salerno in eastern 

Afghanistan on June l51 2012, a Western report noted: 'Grinning for the camera, the suicide 

bomber fondly patted his truckload of explosives. "We will defeat these crusader pigs as 

they have invaded our land," he declared as he revved the engine. ' Declan Walsh and Eric 
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Lyons, p.93. f ·1 f bl k · ths from Thomas Dallam (1570-1614) was the doyen of a well-known ami Y o ac smi 
Lancashire who specialised in making organs. The Ottoman Caliph,_ Sultan Mehm_et !II, to 
build and deliver a special organ for the royal court in Constantinople, commiss10ned 
Thomas Dallam. . 
Sir Robert Shirley/Sherley(1581-1628), like his brother, Anthony Shirley, served the Sa~id 
King, Shah Abbas and lived in Isfahan. He, along with his Circassian wife, led a Persia~ 

. Embassy to the court of King James I, seeking alliance for the Shia regime against the Sunru 
Ottomans. 

Thomas Coryate (1577-1617) was a West Country historian, traveller and courtier who was 
born in Somerset and walked all the way to India to meet the Mughal Emperor, Jahangir. 
His arrival in India coincided with the presence of Sir Thomas Roe, who had been deputed 
by East India Company's directors in Threadneedle Street to open up trade relations with the 
Sub-continent. Coryate was born in Crewkerne near Ham Hill and after studying at Oxford, 
decided to see the world on foot. In 1608, Coryate undertook a tour of Europe, followed by 
his publication of memoirs entitled Coryat's Crudities (1611). In 1612, Coryate began his 
JO~rney towards South Asia to meet up with the Mughal Emperor, visiting Greece, the Asia 
Minor, Palestine and Persia on the way, and eventually reached the Sub-continent. From 
Agra'. the Mughal capital, he sent letters describing his experiences, published in 1616 as 
Greetings from the Court of the Great Mogul. A similar volume of his letters appeared in 1618, 
a year after he died of stomach illness in Surat, the main port in Western India. After Adelard, Coryate 1s viewed by many to h b h f' k · 

ave een t e irst nown Bnton to accomplish a grand tour 



of Europe and Asia, which eventually proved a favourite trend among English upper classes 
seeking knowledge and recreation on the Continent. See, R. E. Pritchard, Odd Tom Coryate: 
The English Marco Polo, (Stroud: Sutton, 2004); Michael Strachan, The Life and Adventures of 
Thomas Coryate, (London: Oxford University Press, 1962); and Dom Moraes and Sarayu 
Srivatsa, The Long Strider: How Thomas Coryate Walked from England to India in the Year 1613, 
(Delhi: Penguin, 2003). 

23. For those early intellectual and literary contacts, see Nabil Matar, Islam in Britain, 1558-1685, 
(Cambridge: University Press, 1999); and, Humayun Ansari, The Infidel Within: The History of 
Muslims in Britain, 1800 to the Present, (London: Hurst, 2004). 
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